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The next game in Teatro de la Zarzwala is very important, because it represents, by all indications, by the Madrid premiere of The Chellia Valdés, one of the most important and popular musicians in Cuba of the first half of the 20th century. Originally explained as an act, a prologue, eight paintings, a link in a certain and a giant comic, it's a faithful arcala on
The Rodríguez Sanchens in 1932 in 1932 with agutín by Teatro and Husee Martí Labrito. Roig already had a very saganafied name in his country music in 1907 he had joined a trio with Mario Mauri and Fernando G. This year is our composer's first known structure: the voice of misfortune, for the sound and the pino, in which he already pointed out his ease
of wide breath drawing meludak lines. It was polished in The Konsevatorav car and started studying the boss. He also paid The Waylon RobotRates. His inspections began to begin for Faruten in the famous generation Boléro Quiéreme mucho. In 1914 he put the magazine de Paris into music to The Wind. With American Mozilhe he started his intense lying-
in-the-magazine career and, of course, Zarzwala. Roig is able to color and illuminate the psychology of each character with complete expertise. In 1958, the composer included The Original's Of The Chichélia Valdés' original synoma, A Romanza, The Dualsi Chemraha, and i reworked 1961 to edit a final version that added new numbers and insoated by the
text by Miguel de Grand y. The literary base was by the famous 19th century novel, The Chechelia Valés or la Luma del Angel, Carla Vallavardi. A series of effects in score comes directly into some way from African-Cuban music and made for decades on the island, in some cases adopted by earth creators, Amadev Roldán or Alijandru Garcia Kalla,
authentic leaders and a motivated drivers and a very deadly musical life in early 20th century Winda. The rooming and others follow their path and will help provide music with the material for the cloudy and lack of strength. It was a course about making continuous clothing effectively and using popular themes for Novali. In this sense, these words start
coming very closely from Alija Carpantair: there are important topics to be customised in a school's sedime phase. But he will always have to entrust his place to pure and incantabli manifestations of sensitivity. Sanvidansala in search of expression. An expression must be kept by the form. And from the beginning, There was Gonzalo Roig, along The
methods and motivation, which led Clara Díaz Perez to point out, is a popular national kind of creation, consisting of a great logical organization that influences the score of The Kakala Valdés-and other results of her pen-a-achieved union. A totum is a combination of the popular time-time calls management that includes various types of Cuban music:
guguaacha, kontradanza, gubeara, barracón congo, pregon... All used inside a plane of well-urded daramatorji. The funny thing is that it's all made up of very skillfully panchayats and romantic operas and large tsarsalas. Even the above musacologast has been found to be around, religiously-based elements. In the score it is achieved, said Leo Brovar, the
perfect semebawas of black music and peasant music, the league. He mixed two things with the great Burallaang and that's why Kobaana feels so much. You can count up to about twenty very different numbers, some have been marked by an ideological idea linked to The Unfortunate Character of The Checchilya, which already appears in prologue. With it
the film's exit to highlight the outing suo-taals and its contradictions. Very beautiful, with a taghazal, with their Dwet Leonardo. It has some coral pieces. The criticism sofa of the time was good words. Daaaro de la Marina said for example: Roig is one of our local musical peaks. Thus he has captured the waves and touching taps of Cuban music . Aliver Díaz,
who will be in moat, states that The Chellia Valdés is a perfect mix between the great Central European, The Zarzwala and African Cuban music. Gonzalo Roig is able to color and illuminate actions in the most fine way by highlighting the psychological aspects of each character with an absolute skill. It all comes through a Rocky argument: The Chechhelia is
separated from his mother in birth by the command of his rich father who has a half-generation. He comes in love with time and leonardo, who is actually his brother and who is forced to marry a rich one. A lover of the chischisia staps this. There is a cast with the most Cuban and South American voices, such as Elizabeth Kabaliro and Yelin Aloares
(Chechilia), Martin Nosspomar (Leonardo Homaro), Perez Maranda-El-Umehar and Quelo Dauloras (Hoze Pamanat), and Linda Peppers Abal (Dulouras). Sapaniardis Enrique Ferrier (Leonardo) and Christina Faus () are good company. Guided by Deas's right hand, he will follow the orders of the venezuela carlos wagner stage for which work is a very fun
and fun part because festivals exist and daily life, both with the top class and the people as well The wind. But, he added, it also covers more serious issues, such as his attitude in terms of the high class machasmo and race. Since its opening, Teatro de la Zarzwala had never done one of the most famous and important mathematical works in Cuba, the
Zarzwala Valdés Gonzalo by Chellia Roig. For this event, which open on January 24th, the Jovelanaos Street in Madrid, which has mostly seen Abaro-American singers, some of them Cubans, such as The Gitikal Souoldaus Elizabeth Kabaliro and Yelin Alua Reis (Cheilya), Martin Nosspomar (Leonardo), Homaro Perez-Maranda and Alyumhar Quelo
(Duloras Pamanat) or Linda Peppers Abal (Duloras). Sapaniardis Enrique Ferrier (Leonardo) and Christina Faus () are good company. Guided by the good hand of Aliver Díaz, they will follow the orders of the venezuela carlos wagner phase for which work is a very fun and fun part, because there are festivals, and daily life, both of the upper class and of
modest people in The Wind. And, in addition, it covers more serious issues, such as the high class machasmo and its attitude on the subject of race. This gametical comedy is an act, a prologue, eight paintings, a takiriand a deocar, with the martí labrito in The Vava Teatro in The Windon march 26, 1932, and the Sanchens by Husee Agutín Rodríguez. After
that, Roig already had a very saganafied name in his country music and the author of the renowned patriot Bolíro Quiéreme mucho. In 1914 he put the magazine de Paris into music to The Wind. With American Mozilhe he started his intense lying-in-the-magazine career and, of course, Zarzwala. The rich score of The Chellia is very much in its hands, which
come some way from the direct African Cuban music and the island made for decades, in some cases adopted in some case by Amadeo Roldán or Alijandru Garcia-Ka'illa, real piez and a parerate and a very deadly musical life in early 20th century Winda. With its methods, their ways and motivation, with its path and inspiration, with its path and inspiration,
Clara Díaz Perez pointed out, a popular national kind of creation, consisting of a great logical adhesid, with the scores of The Kakala Valdés and other results of their pen-great union. The alliance sown by the popular time-totling arrangement includes various types of Cuban music: guguacha, kontradanza, b, congo de barracone, pregon, dance... All used
inside a plane of well-urded daramatorji. The funny thing is that it's all very A romantic opera and a great tsarzwala made of anaaratansis with a and a. Even the above musacologast has been found to be around, religiously-based elements. In the score it was achieved, said Leo Brovar, the perfect semebawas of black music and peasant music, the league.
He mixed two things with the great Burallaang and that's why Kobaana feels so much. Like some Roig, Cuba has captured the wavy and touching taps of music. Aliver Díaz tells us that The Cheilya Valdés is a perfect mix between great central Europe, the music of Zarzwala and Africa-Cuba. Gonzalo Roig is able to color and illuminate actions in the most
fine way by highlighting the psychological aspects of each character with an absolute skill. And The Miguel del Pino states that The Cheilya Valdés is not African Cuba or not, but cuba is not the sarfarati of Mistajaza. Everything comes through a rocky argument, the volume and back of that return that is forgiven for the beauty and the responsof music.
Subtitle: Zarzwala Two Types of Works in The Cuban Decade: Course, Opera and Stage, The Orcstrua, The Unsound, The Zarzwala Tools: 6 Soloists: Reming 2M-s Ten Times High Sound, Satbi Course, 2 (Pi) 2 22 4331 time p 3-6Pc Pno Hp Str Other versions: Rori, Gonzalo Composite Torikh: 1890-1970 Text: Agostan Dea, Jose Sanchis-Arkala Duration :
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